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A B S T R A C T   

In silico techniques helped explore the binding capacities of the SARS-CoV-2 main protease (Mpro) for a series of 
metalloorganic compounds. Along with small size vanadium complexes a vanadium-containing derivative of the 
peptide-like inhibitor N3 (N-[(5-methylisoxazol-3-yl)carbonyl]alanyl-l-valyl-N1-((1R,2Z)-4-(benzyloxy)-4-oxo-1- 
{[(3R)-2-oxopyrrolidin-3-yl] methyl }but-2-enyl)-l-leucinamide) was designed from the crystal structure with 
PDB entry code 6LU7. On theoretical grounds our consensus docking studies evaluated the binding affinities at 
the hitherto known binding site of Chymotrypsin-like protease (3CLpro) of SARS-CoV-2 for existing and designed 
vanadium complexes. This main virus protease (Mpro) has a Cys-His dyad at the catalytic site that is characteristic 
of metal-dependent or metal-inhibited hydrolases. Mpro was compared to the human protein-tyrosine phospha-
tase 1B (hPTP1B) with a comparable catalytic dyad. HPTP1B is a key regulator at an early stage in the signalling 
cascade of the insulin hormone for glucose uptake into cells. The vanadium-ligand binding site of hPTP1B is 
located in a larger groove on the surface of Mpro. Vanadium constitutes a well-known phosphate analogue. 
Hence, its study offers possibilities to design promising vanadium-containing binders to SARS-CoV-2. Given the 
favourable physicochemical properties of vanadium nuclei, such organic vanadium complexes could become 
drugs not only for pharmacotherapy but also diagnostic tools for early infection detection in patients. This work 
presents the in silico design of a potential lead vanadium compound. It was tested along with 20 other vanadium- 
containing complexes from the literature in a virtual screening test by docking to inhibit Mpro of SARS-CoV-2.   

1. Introduction 

At the end of 2019 the world-wide spread of a new virus strain of the 
coronavirus family [1] took its origin in Wuhan, China, which quickly 
developed pandemic dimensions. Vaccination campaigns of the world’s 
human population are a first remedy, along with efforts to develop oral 
drug treatments [2]. In spring 2020 the World Health Organization 
named the epidemic disease caused by this virus “Corona virus disease 
2019′′, or COVID-19 for short [3]. The International Committee on 
Taxonomy of Viruses denominated the new virus as “severe acute res-
piratory syndrome coronavirus-2”, for short: SARS-CoV-2 [4]. Clinically, 
after infection by inhalation, COVID-19 has been associated with man-
ifestations of the respiratory tract, ranging from harmless symptoms 

including coughing, headaches, fever to pneumonia and severe impair-
ment of breathing, sometimes leading to fulminant death in certain 
types of patients, even when treated in intensive care units (ICUs) of 
hospitals. The limited capacities of ICU has ushered the rise of intensive 
research & development efforts in the field of Medicinal Chemistry, 
including all well-established strategies from de novo design to drug 
repurposing in the hope of finding some new and reliable cures against 
the pandemic threat very fast [5–7]. Anti-inflammatory drugs have been 
reviewed recently as comedication to treat infected persons [8]. In 
addition to its infective ability by inhalation [9,10], the SARS-CoV-2 
virus has shown that it can easily mutate into new variants with 
higher transmission rates [11]. The viral genome has been sequenced 
[12,13] and in the meantime a growing part of its proteins has been 
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characterized [14,15], so that three-dimensional molecular structures 
have become already available as targets for the ongoing drug research 
[16,17] and development of vaccines [18–20]. 

A significant amount of drug candidates has been targeted towards 
the main protease (Mpro) of SARS-CoV-2 [21–23]. This enzyme plays a 
pivotal role in the propagation of the virus, since it is responsible for a 
large part of the proteolytic cleavage required to obtain the functional 
proteins that are essential for the replication and transcription of the 
virus, because these proteins are synthesized in the form of polyproteins 
that need to be released to produce mature proteins [21]. SARS-CoV. 
Mpro is found in a mixture of monomers and dimers in solution, its 
active state has been associated with its dimeric form [22]. 

In 2020, liganded and unliganded crystal structures of SARS-CoV 
Mpro were published [16,21,23]. Moreover, the enzyme characterizes 
itself through a typically flexible protein structure, a fact that also 
concerns the known conformations at its catalytic or active site [14]. Its 
primary sequences are highly conserved in segments around the active 
site with a 96% identity score [15,24]. Intriguingly, its active site shows 
unusual residues with respect to other “more conventional” 
chymotrypsin-type enzymes or to serine and cysteine hydrolases. In 
particular, it shows a Cys-His dyad [21] and not a canonical Ser/Cys-His- 
Asp/Glu triad [25]. In this context, it is possible to take advantage of 
modeling strategies that have been developed for inhibitors of enzymes 
with Cys-His/Asp dyads, among them the protein family of protein 
tyrosine phosphatases (PTPs) [26]. With the experience gathered in the 
field of design and modeled inhibitors derived from vanadium com-
plexes [27–30], our group aims at contributing with a computational 
study to evaluate the potential affinity of vanadium complexes to the 
Mpro target. 

Vanadium is a versatile metal that can be present as central atom in 
organic complexes operating as potential drug candidates against dia-
betes or even cancer [31–35]. Vanadium’s biomedical versatility is 
mainly due to speciation in combination with changing geometries, all 
of which enable oxygen-containing vanadium ions to successfully mimic 
phosphate anions in biochemical signaling pathways [30,31]. It is 
particularly avid to interact with proteins [36] at both sides of cellular 
membranes [37,38]. Numerous studies suggested that vanadium com-
pounds impact the immune system – for example by stimulating and 
activating T cells – and vanadium compounds have been used as com-
plementary pharmacological agents to oncolytic-virotherapy mediated 
immunotherapy [39]. 

Antivirus activity has been reported for vanadium polyoxido-clusters 
[40], and a vanadium-substituted polyoxoidotungstate possesses anti-
viral activity against FluV A, RSV, parainfluenza virus (PfluV) type 2, 
Dengue fever virus, HIV-1 and SARS coronavirus in vitro [41]. Of note, 
the original papers speak of polyoxo, polyoxotungstate or poly-
oxovanadates compounds, yet we follow the official inorganic nomen-
clature settings [40,41]. 

In particular, those polyoxidovanadates have been proven to act as 
broad spectrum agents and non-toxic anti-RNA virus agents in both in 
vitro bioassays and in vivo studies. Finally, the mechanism of action 
against HIV was studied by Shigeta and coworkers [41]. Apparently, it 
affected HIV binding to cell membranes as well as syncytia formations 
between HIV-infected and uninfected cells. 

As a most valuable asset for our study, a great wealth of the extent 
COVID-19 literature hints at the potential role of vanadium-containing 
compounds as promising candidates to treat acute respiratory dis-
eases. Besides other metal compounds, vanadium-based substances not 
only offers pharmaceutical possibilities as therapeutics with a wide 
spectrum of actions, but also thanks to its nuclear properties, such as 
distinguishable electromagnetic propensities, it is well-suited as a 
contrast medium agent for magnetic resonance imaging [42], for the 
development of radiological diagnosis. 

Recently, the antiproliferative effects of vanadium 8-hydroxyquino-
line against cancer cell lines were reported to promote cellular detach-
ment and the development of encapsulated nanoparticles of an 

oxidovanadium (IV) nalidixic acid (NA) complex for drug delivery with 
stronger antimicrobial activity against E. coli, B. cereus, S. aureus and 
P. aeruginosa than NA [43,44]. Both reports open the possibility of 
exploiting vanadium compounds for the development of novel preven-
tive and therapeutic agents against numerous diseases, including 
COVID-19. 

2. Equipment and methods 

PC Hewlett Packard, EliteDesk 800G1 TWR, 1 TB Solid state HD, 3 
GB video card, 12 GB RAM; ArgusLab 4.0.1 (build 20.19.15.4531); 
Gaussian 16 [45]; Discovery Studio Visualizer (v19.1.0.18287) [46]; 
GaussView version 6.0.16. We also applied in the present study the 
following modeling programs: Autodock 4 and MGL-Tools [47], 
Chimera X [48], Swiss PDB Viewer [49] and Vega ZZ [50]. 

Four crystal structures of our target protein were retrieved at RCSB 
PDB: (i) the viral main protease (Mpro) in its unliganded or apo form 
(PDB code: 6M03) [16]; (ii) the structure of this main protease in 
complex with an inhibitor ligand which was labeled N3 for short by the 
authors (PDB code: 6LU7) [16]. Its chemical name is N-[(5-methyl-
isoxazol-3-yl)carbonyl]alanyl-l-valyl-N ~ 1~-((1R,2Z)-4-(benzyloxy)-4- 
oxo-1-{[(3R)-2-oxopyrrolidin-3-yl]methyl}but-2-enyl)-l-leucinamide; 
(iii) an dimeric unliganded structure of 3CL Mpro (PDB code: 6Y84) [21]; 
as well as (vi) a ligand-free structure of 3CL Mpro (PDB code: 6Y2E) [23]. 
Other PDB entries were also inspected like 6WQF, 6XB0, 6XB1, 6XB2 or 
6XBH (Supplemental Material, SM). 

As reference model for a liganded protein tyrosine phosphatase 1B 
complex we chose a crystal structure where the active site is occupied by 
vanadate (PDB code: 3QKQ) [51]. The protein constitutes a single-point 
mutant (W179F) and was not used as docking target but merely as 
reference to identify all those amino acids which typically interact with 
bound vanadium atoms. 

In our chimeric drug design study, we created a vanadium- 
containing derivative of the peptide-like ligand called “N3” which 
constitutes a strong binder to viral main protease Mpro (PDB code: 
6LU7). The geometries of the vanadium organic chelate were refined 
under the Quantum chemistry software Gaussian 16, with the APFD 
method, using the base 6–311 + g(d,2p). The calculation was carried out 
in the same software with the parameters corresponding to a flexible 
binder, using the calculation type “docking” under the docking tool 
AD4. Other methods than docking have also been applied to the very 
same target, e.g. data base screening and molecular dynamics [52]. 

2.1. Computational settings for docking by Autodock4 

Aiming at a consensus docking study, we carried out preliminary 
docking simulations under different free software packages (Autodock 
Vina, Autodock 4, Yeti, PyRx, LeDock and iGMDock in SM) but only one 
program in particular was able to handle satisfactorily vanadium com-
pounds, namely Autodock4 (AD4) [Molecular Graphic Laboratory, 
Department of Molecular Biology, Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, 
CA] [47]. This software runs under MS-DOS as a stand-alone tool or 
implemented through a graphical user interface like Vega ZZ or 
Autodock-Tools (ADT), aka MGL-Tools. Prior to docking of the 
vanadium-containing molecules into the target, the different program 
settings were applied for exploration (Table S1 in SM) since vanadium 
and other heavy metals have not been parametrized in standard Auto-
dock 4 (Table S1 in SM). The missing vanadium descriptors were 
implemented in the core part of AutodockD 4 (parameter file named 
AD4_parameters.dat). They were necessary to generate the so-called grid 
box which is placed at the binding site to evaluate the interaction be-
tween the ligand‘s atoms and the protein residues [Grid Parameter File 
GPF (Table S2 in SM)]. In addition to the parameter settings to run 
docking simulations, input data were stored into the so-called Docking 
Parameter File with the file extension DPF (Table S3 in SM). In 2007, a 
computational study was published to dock a vanadium-containing 
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compound (decavanadate) to ATPase. To this end the vanadium atom 
was replaced by an iron atom (Fe) in Autodock 4, and here we cite: “ … 
The non-bond parameters for vanadium were copied from the corre-
sponding iron values in the AutoDock library, a reasonable assumption 
given the similarity between these two elements.….” [53]. 

In the present in silico study Autodock4 (AD4) was also used for back 
docking of the original co-crystalized ligand N3 and the blind docking of 
its V, S, P, Fe and Ni derivatives. 

So-called “back docking” is an essential means to locate and confirm 
the protein active site by reproducing the crystallographically observed 
binding mode. The crystal structure of the target protein was retrieved 
from the RCSB protein data base with PDB code 6LU7. The protein 
structure was cleaned from crystal water molecules and other co- 
crystalized moieties probably related to crystallogenesis as part of the 
standard procedure under ADT to prepare the ligand and protein target. 
In particular, polar hydrogen atoms were added and Kollman united 
atom charges were loaded for all amino acids. ADT created the PDBQT 
input files prior to launching autogrid4 and autodock4 [47]. 

Although the vanadium-containing derivative of ligand N3 was the 
initially proposed compound to be studied, four other coordination 
complexes with the same overall structure (scaffold) were included in 
the docking study. The only difference between the molecules is the 
vanadium central atom, which was successively replaced by S, P, Fe or 
Ni. These four additional test molecules helped evaluate the behaviour 
of the docking program under nonstandard conditions in a systematic 
way. In particular, our approach required implementation of missing 
parameters for V, Fe and Ni. Upon consulting the official help and FAQ 
online pages of AD4 at the Web site of Scripps Institute, USA, they were 
manually added to the so-called “AD4_parameters” file [54,55]. 

For the PDBQT input models of all studied ligands, the maximal 
number of rotatable bonds had to be limited and was set to eight. With 
more predefined rotatable bonds, the stochastic procedure and genetic 
algorithm of AD4 would not exhaustively explore the conformational 
search space and spurious results would miss the best solutions of 
occupying the binding site (a so-called docking pitfall). All rotatable 
bonds were defined in staggered positions around the central part (first 
active, second inactive, third active and so forth). This way only those 
bonds were rotatable which could significantly contribute to structural 
changes on the scaffold of ligand N3. During docking, all amide bonds 
were held rigid as well as all terminal groups, i.e. the few end point 
atoms of the N3 scaffold. For all ligands atomic partial charges were 
assigned by the Gasteiger approach under VEGA ZZ [50]. 

The three-dimensional grid box with a box size of 60 × 60 × 60 
Ångstroms was ligand-centred on the crystal structure position of ligand 
N3. The default distance value of 0.375 Å was set between all grid points 
to generate the evaluation points in space. Again, a too large a search 
space (grid box size) or inter-point distance for evaluation would give 
rise to non-systematic results with the risk of missing relevant interac-
tion at an atomic scale between ligand and amino acids (another docking 
pitfall, see above). The number of evaluations to collect solutions for 
each docking study was raised to 1000 under the Lamarckian genetic 
algorithm in order to elucidate the ligand conformations with the 
highest receptor affinities. ADT was used to analyse the numeric output 
date and DS-Visualizer from Discovery Studio [49] was used to display 
the resulting 3D models and to produce the figures [56]. 

3. Results 

Upon comparison, the initial consensus docking idea was put aside. 
The programs fell soon short of expectation, i.e. without the possibility 
to describe vanadium compound geometries correctly. The option to 
work-around under geometrically similar atom types was also not 
possible due to missing metal parameter implementations (details in 
SM). The first part of this study was the demonstration of similar cata-
lytic sites for the main protease (Mpro) of SARS-CoV-2 and protein 
tyrosine phosphatase 1B, PTP1B, both using the dyad Cys-His/Asp. To 

this end, 2D or 3D alignments of sequences or structures were carried 
out concerning 6LU7 [16] and 3QKQ [51], respectively (Fig. 1). It can be 
speculated that the ligand could be the monoanionic H2VO4

− vanadate as 
hydrogens are not recognizable by crystallographic imaging techniques. 

The structure of the 3CL Mpro protein (Fig. 1) embraces three do-
mains: (i) domain I (residues 8 to 101); (ii) domain II (residues 102 to 
184) with the catalytic site in an antiparallel β-barrel structure; and (iii) 
domain III (residues 201 to 303) of each monomer forms the interface 
for intermolecular interactions to produce the active dimeric unit. 
Structurally speaking, it is a region of five α-helices. The catalytic dyad 
with cysteine (C145) and histidine (H41) is located at the bottom of a 
superficial rim (elongated cleft or crevice) between domains I and II 
[16]. 

Intrigued by the fact that the active site of PTP1B (Fig. 1) also pos-
sesses a catalytic dyad – an insight knowledge from our prior antidia-
betic vanadium research work [27–30] – we hypothesized that 
vanadium compounds which strongly inhibit PTP1B may also act as Mpro 

inhibitors. 
Fig. 1 shows the catalytic dyad, here with Cys215 and Asp181. It is 

assisted by three adjacent residues of Arg221, Trp179, and Pro180. They 
stabilize the phosphotyrosine moiety (which belongs to a natural sub-
strate protein) in its position at the so-called WDP (tryptophan, aspar-
tate, proline). Cys215 carries out a nucleophilic attack on the phosphate 
group of the substrate, while aspartate (Asp181) transfers a proton to the 
oxygen of substrate tyrosine to complete the reaction and allows the 
tyrosine moiety to leave – and with it the substrate protein [26]. 

The human tyrosine-protein phosphatase was selected as reference 
protein. It belongs to the same hydrolase superfamily as our viral target 
protein. The cleavage reactions catalyzed by the hydrolases are medi-
ated by a water moiety and correspond to the third class of enzymes in 
the EC classification system (EC 3, for short). Hence, we studied the 
vanadium-ligand interacting residues at the active site. Other features 
are far too distant on an evolutionary scale, so that no topological or 
structural similarities can be expected, other than the observation how 
vanadium compounds are recognized on an atomic level by binding site 
residues. Of note, the Mpro viral target is classified as EC: 3.4.22.69, 
while the human tyrosine-protein phosphatase (hPTP1B) is a member of 
the EC 3.1.3.48 subclass of hydrolases. Another source of inspiration 
constitutes the Influenza A neuraminidase, which also belongs to the 
third enzyme class (EC 3.2.1.18) [57]. Research groups have predicted 
that inhibitors of Influenza A neuraminidase – such as oseltamivir, 
zanamivir and zidovudine – may be effective clues in the treatment of 
COVID-19: either through complete genomic sequence similarity be-
tween the viruses and chemical structure similarity among the drugs 
[57]; or through molecular screening and docking against the SARS- 
CoV-2 Mpro enzyme (Fig. 2) [58]. Interestingly, there are no pre- 
clinical trials in COVID19-positive patients with these agents or ana-
logs with new scaffolds [59]. 

As expected, the sequence similarity between both proteins lies low 
the threshold for protein homology of 25% for a domain length with 100 
residues (Table S4 in SM) [60,61]. The domains containing the active 
sites are well conserved within each EC subclass [62]. But residue 
conservation above this threshold is vital to keep the catalytic general 
mechanism functioning, i.e. to catalyze bond cleavage for specific (or 
limited variation of) substrates. In hPTP1B the active site is embedded 
into a region of U-turn loops and α-helices with flexibility to open and 
close the access to the catalytic dyad. Precisely, the general access 
mechanism for inhibitors embrace molecules with chemical composition 
for successful recognition. They can open the cavity, unless they do not 
show suitable conformations or binding affinities to cysteine residues for 
keeping the cavity open to inhibit the enzyme. 

In the second part of this work, we took advantage of the knowledge 
about inhibition of PTP1B to design a proper inhibitor for Mpro of SARS- 
CoV-2, based on a chimeric approach and repurposing vanadium- 
containing inhibitors of hPTP1B. The idea was to take the ligand 
known as N3 which is displayed in Fig. 2 [16,63]. It possesses affinity to 
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SARS-CoV-2 Mpro and serves as reference ligand for ligand docking of a 
series of vanadium-containing ligands for docking to viral target Mpro. A 
first round of docking simulations tested our hypothesis that vanadium 
compounds are druggable, i.e. as inhibitors of PTP1B they should be 
strong binders to Mpro as well. After evaluating the results of the first 
trial round, the simulation settings were improved for the second 
screening round with refined docking parameters for vanadium. This 
way we screened the viral protein Mpro for inhibition by our proposed 
vanadium compounds. 

The first round of AD4 docking had the following molecular com-
ponents: (i) the designed ethylendiamminacetate chelating-derivative of 
N3 (for short: N3modif(COO− )2) in an oxidoaquavanadium(V) complex: 
VO(H2O)N3modif(COO¡)2; (ii) the previously designed vanadium in-
hibitor of PTP1B [29] named TSAG0101; (iii) together with proposed 
vanadium complexes as potential PTP1B inhibitors; followed by a series 
of well-known or classical vanadium compounds without hitherto 
known inhibitor properties (Table 1). The numeric results of the docking 
simulations for all molecules used in the first round of this study 

constitute crude estimates. In direct consequence, concentration differ-
ences of the inhibition constants (Ki) are truly insignificant below a ten 
to hundred-fold threshold, e.g. 4 micromolar vs. 0.04 concentration (40 
nanomolarity). Hence, all target affinity values in Table 1 were rounded 
off to distinguish meaningful values, here: 0.04 < 0.4 < 4 < 40 ≪ 200 
[μM]. The lower the concentration (Ki) the higher the affinity (E) and 
the more likely the perspective of promising druggability. The Ala-Val- 
Leu tripeptide scaffold of 01-VL (second and third rows in Table 1) with 
its monocyclic isoxazole head group is identical to N3 (first row in 
Table 1). Hence, the structure of 01-VL is closely related to N3. Based on 
our structure - activity analysis it can be expected that 01-VL will also be 
a strong binder to target in a similar binding mode as N3. It becomes 
evident that the nonidentical substructures will occupy different loca-
tions in the binding rim on the target surface (Figs. 3 and 4). 

The numerical docking results [47] were analysed under MGL-Tools 
[51] and listed (Table 1). All results from this first round are of signif-
icance in the sense that coordination compounds could be competitive 
inhibitors, as is evident by comparing the docking free energy of N3 

Fig. 1. Display of two crystal structures for viral 
target Mpro and hPTP1B. Both structures were rotated 
sideway to show the respective active sites with the 
catalytic dyad with cysteine and histidine/aspartate. 
Both amino acids are displayed in space-fill models 
with four colors: C in grey, O in red, N in blue, S in 
yellow and H omitted). (Left) The crystal structure of 
3CL Mpro from SARS-CoV-2 (PDB code: 6LU7) is the 
monomeric complex with an oligopeptide derivative 
called N3. This ligand is displayed at the top as stick 
model in horizontal orientation. (Right) The 
vanadium-liganded crystal structure of human PTP- 
1B (PDB code: 3QKQ). Surprisingly, neither 
HVO4

2¡ nor H2VO4
¡ are present but vanadate 

VO4
3¡ and this fact might hint at crystallographic or 

crystallogenesis issues (resolution: 2.20 Å, see also 
label “VO4”). Both proteins are displayed as ribbon 
models for the protein backbones with three colors: 
α-helices in red, β-strands in blue and hairpin turns 
and loops in green.   

Fig. 2. Schematic display of the interacting 
amino acids at the binding site of the viral 
target protein Mpro in complex with its ligand 
N3 (PDB code: 6LU7). This crystal structure 
was selected because it shows the liganded 
active site. Ligand N3 is a peptide-like elon-
gated inhibitor of Mpro (center). Color code: 
H bonds in dark green. Van der Waals in-
teractions in light green. Pi -stacked amide 
bonds in magenta, and alkyl interactions in 
pink (light magenta). Labels: the residue 
names are given in three-letter code and the 
ID numbers were taken from the PDB entry 
6LU7.   
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Table 1 
Listing of chemical structures with activities and bibliographic sources. Second row: 3D drawing of our proposed ligand 01-VL. Third 
row: additional 2D drawing of 01-VL scaffold without vanadium complexation. Asterisks (*) mark four atoms for vanadium central 
atom coordination. Symbols: [E; Ki] represent the computed Gibbs Free Energy of Binding (kcal/mol) and the micromolar inhibition 
constant. (Ref) indicate reference numbers. Abbreviations: ID: identification code; N3: ligand in 6LU7; 01-VL: VO(H2O)-N3modif 
(COO¡)2; 04-VL: trans-BMOV; 11-VL: cis-VO(H2O)(acac)2; 03-VL: cis-BMOV; 05-VL: VO(EDT)2; 02-VL: TSAG0101; 09-VL: VO(EBIP); 
14-VL: cis-VO(H2O)(ox)2; 12-VL: trans-VO(acac)2; 10-VL: VO(H2O)2DPC; and 15-VL: trans-VO(ox)2; BMOV: bis- 
maltolateoxidovanadate; acac: acetylacetonate; EDT: ethane-1,2-dithiol; TSAG0101: pyridine-2-carboxamideaquaoxidovanadate; 
EBIP: ethanebis-(2Z)-4-iminopent-2-en-2-ol; Ox: oxalate; DPC: pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylate.  

ID [E; Ki] (Ref) Drawing of all studied vanadium-containing structures 

N3 [-10; 0.04] [16] 

01-VL [-9; 0.4] (this work) 

04-VL [-7; 4] [31] 

11-VL [-7; 4] [28] 

03-VL [-7; 4] [28] 

05-VL [-7; 4] [28] 

02-VL [-6; 40] [29] 

09-VL [-6; 40] [28] 

(continued on next page) 
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versus 01-VL. This hints at the druggability of such vanadium-organic 
ligands in general. Concerning our hypothesis that vanadium com-
pounds designed to be inhibitors of PTP1B may act as Mpro inhibitors as 
well – the computed data reflect that the stronger the PTP1B-inhibitor 
(TSAG0101, BMOV) the higher also the affinity to the active centre of 
Mpro. We observed differences with respect to the specific ligands for 
Mpro and some structure–activity relationships that could increase the 
affinity: (i) larger size, (ii) low symmetry, and (iii) the presence of ar-
omatic rings. 

Almost all studied vanadium-containing ligands (VL, for short) have 
none or only one rotatable bond, with two obvious exceptions: (i) the 
elongated ligand N3 of target Mpro [16,63], which has 19 rotatable 
groups, and (ii) our proposed new ligand 01-VL, which has 16 rotatable 
bonds (RoBos). 

The AD4 runs were limited to 100 cycles for all ligands under scru-
tiny. Docking analyses under ADT revealed that the docked solutions for 

all except two ligands could be sorted by RMSD into one or two clusters. 
And again, the two exceptions concern the aforementioned large com-
pound with the many rotatable bonds. AD4 docking is not amenable to 
treat elongated flexible scaffolds with more than 10 rotatable bonds or 
so. We tried to work around with recommended Autodock Vina which is 
documented to be suited to handle more rotatable bonds, but it fell short 
of expectation because the ligand was placed out of the active site- 
centred search box (data not shown). Under AD4 all “VL”-labelled li-
gands had negative docking free energies which means that they are 
strong binders to target in the lower micromolar range (Table 1). And all 
of them were bound to residues by noncovalent interactions at the active 
site (Fig. 3). 

For the second round of AD4 docking assays we refined the docking 
procedure to take into account the influence of rotatable bonds and the 
presence of heteroatoms in the results for docking. For the first problem, 
we undertook blind docking to target with the N3 ligand and its 

Table 1 (continued ) 

ID [E; Ki] (Ref) Drawing of all studied vanadium-containing structures 

14-VL [-6; 40] [28] 

12-VL [-6; 40] [35] 

10-VL [-6; 40] [64] 

15-VL [-5; 200] [65] 

Fig. 3. Display of the final docked poses for N3 and 
two of its derivatives. The target protein is Mpro (PDB 
code: 6LU7). Its N3 ligand is shown in its natural 
position (mustard-green). The other two docked 
poses were computed for 01-VL with the user- 
defined vanadium parameters from the literature 
(dark green) or the AD4 built-in sulphur parameters 
replacing the atom type V by S (blue). The V (S) atom 
type is displayed as a dark green (below and behind 
the blue) ball. The elongated binding site (rim) is in 
top-down view in diagonal orientation from 
bottommost left to topmost right filled with the 
docked ligands. It is contoured by its surface with 
semi-transparent colours: from red (negative charge) 
over grey (neutral) to blue (positive charge). The 
inlay panel shows the partial atomic charge distri-
bution between 0.1 and − 0.1 (bottom left). The rib-
bons represent parts of the protein backbone in red 
for α-helical segments, green for loops and light blue 
for β-strands.   
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(modified) vanadium derivative whose structure can be formulated as 
VO(H2O)-N3modif(COO¡)2, and designate as 01-VL. 

For the particular case of the heteroatoms we had to test the 
parametrization of vanadium to give reliable docking results. Vanadium 
is a “d” block element and the electronic fine structure cannot be re-
flected in AD4 docking procedures and the affinity could be under-
estimated. To avoid this bias from happening, we substitute vanadium 
for sulfur. 

For the first problem, we carried out a “back docking” procedure 
(sometimes called re- or self-docking) to observe the dependencies of 
results from the numbers of rotatable bonds (RB). To this end, different 
number of RoBos were selected manually and docked again against 
6LU7. All RoBos were located at the side chains. Results are given in 
Table S5 in SM. After calibration, our docking protocol was set with 
eight RoBos to be the best choice for a trade-off between spurious search 
results of AD4 due to the sheer amount of RoBos (cf. the strong incre-
ment in RMSD clusters for 100 runs) and molecular conformational 
flexibility to adopt a meaningful conformation. Since the “natural” N3 
was already “frozen-in” into a crystal complex with the same target, the 
search for an active conformation could be fairly reduced to eight (in 
staggered order). 

Fig. 4 shows the final poses of N3 at the active site after the docking 
with a variety of RB numbers. N3 has a total number of RoBos with 
conformational relevance of RB = 19. From Table 2, it became evident 
that a setting of RB = 8 was the best choice, and it was taken henceforth 
as default value for our docking study here. 

To test the effect of the “d” block elements, we repeated the docking 
procedure changing the atom V for S in the structure of 01-VL ligand 
(Table 1). Results yielded − 8.5 kcal/mol using AD4 and − 7.5 kcal/mol 
using Autodock Vina [66]. Both values differ from the value − 9.07 kcal/ 
mol in Table 1. The difference clearly reflects to what quantitative de-
gree AD4 is capable of differentiating “electronic” factors (predefined 
constant partial charge values) through its molecular mechanistic 
approach to determine atom-to-atom interactions. Therefore, we 

modified the docking protocol to test with V and its replacement by S as 
well. The values for the binding free energy and inhibition constant (Ki) 
are given in Table 2. In the next step, we performed blind docking for six 
ligands, N3, its vanadium-containing derivative 01-VL along with its 
variations where the vanadium element was formally replaced by sulfur, 
phosphor, iron and nickel atoms (S, P, Fe or Ni) for complex formation 
(Table 2). The following AD4 settings were used: the precision level was 
limited to 2,500,000 energy evaluations; survival rate (elitism) was 
limited to 1, the number of final poses was raised to 100 solutions (cf. 
histograms for both runs are given in Table S6 in SM). 

Upon inspection of the docked poses in superposition (Fig. 5) it 
became evident that the best poses of 01-VL lied in good keeping to the 
overall orientation of reference ligand N3 from the crystal structure of 
Mpro (Table 2). Precisely, the docked ligand occupied the same binding 
rim as N3. The orientation of the V=O group is directed towards Cys145 
to block its function in the same way as the CH2- group of ligand N3 
which is crystallographically observed in the liganded crystal complex 
of Mpro (PDB code: 6LU7). This cysteine (C145) constitutes the 
conserved residue of the catalytic dyad for the proton exchange step 
during substrate cleavage. The back docked poses differ from the crystal 
pose by a rotation along their longitudinal axes to hide their V=O or 
S=O groups (Fig. 5). As a direct result of the rotated positions an 

Fig. 4. Display of docked poses at the active site of the main protease target. 
The mustard-green structure is the crystal pose of ligand N3. The superposed 
stick models show the four back docked poses of N3 with 2, 4, 6 or 8 rotatable 
bonds (four bluish colours). The blind docked vanadium-containing derivative 
(01-VL) is coloured in dark green. By eyesight it can be judged that back 
docking of N3 was successful, since all docking solutions are in good super-
position with the crystallographically observed Mpro complex with ligand N3 
(PDB code: 6LU7). Blind docking of 01-VL results in a totally identical orien-
tation of the N3 ligand’s tripeptide backbone with alanine, leucine and valine 
(Ala2, Leu3, Val4 on chain C) inside the binding rim. Only the head group is 
tilted along the tripeptide backbone with the protruding toluene sidechain (top 
rightmost dark green sticks, sitting in front of a light blue β-strand). 

Table 2 
AD4 docking results for ligands N3, 01-VL and ligands of type 01-ML with M =
V, S, P, Fe or Ni. Settings: elitism = 3, runs = 1000, precise; 250,000 = minimum 
lowest, grid dimensions 60x60x60. For all ligands, the number of RB was set 
equal to 8. Of note, here the Ki values were not rounded off (cf. Table 1). The 
designed vanadium-containing derivative of N3 (VO(H2O)N3modif(COO− )2) 
was docked by replacing V parameters by S, P, Ni, Fe, respectively to test their 
docking performance.  

CODE and (Method of 
replacing V by = …) 

Estimated free ENERGY of 
binding [kcal/mol] 

INHIBITION CONSTANT 
Ki [molarities] 

N3 − 10 25 nanoM 
01-ML (M=S) − 9 333 nanoM 
01-ML (M=P) − 8 2 microM 
01-ML (M=Ni) − 7 6 microM 
01-ML (M=Fe) − 7 7 microM 
01-ML (M=V), 01-VL − 6 60 microM  

Fig. 5. Display of 3D stick models for two docked poses of modified N3 as well 
as crystal pose of ligand N3. The vanadium and sulfur atoms are displayed by 
their van der Waals volumes (top rightmost dark green and blue balls). Color 
codes: mustard-green N3 (PDB code: 6LU7); blue 01-ML with M = V (VO(H2O) 
N3modif(COO− )2); dark-green 01-ML with M = S (where an S atom formally 
replaces the V element in VO(H2O)N3modif(COO− )2). Hydrogen atoms are 
not displayed. 
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aromatic ring hydrogen atom of both ligands covers the access of the 
reactive thiol group (-SH) of catalytic cysteine (C145). Both tilted po-
sitions block again the enzyme function in the same way as the afore-
mentioned CH2- group of N3. This means that the vanadium 
complexation of N3 (VO(H2O)N3modif(COO− )2) constitutes an effective 
modification for viral enzyme inhibition with a strong affinity. More-
over, this tilted position avoids steric hindrance and reduces the inter-
molecular repulsion energy (penalty score of AD4). This way it comes as 
no surprise that its final free energy of binding estimate was found top 
ranked. Hence, vanadium-containing derivatives of N3 constitute strong 
binders. Occupying an essential part of the catalytical center they 
effectively act as blockers or inhibitors. In our best-case scenario only 
between ten- to hundred-fold higher concentrations are needed to ach-
ieve the same receptor effect as the literature reference N3 (PDB code: 
6LU7). 

According to Table 2 it becomes evident that the vanadium param-
eter implementation does not perform well, actually it was borrowed 
from AD3, an older version of Autodock [53] whose hydrophilic versus 
hydrophobic contributions to the final energy calculation had to be 
rebalanced giving birth of the AD4 release [67]. In AD4, V, Ni and Fe are 
non-standard elements, so prior to docking we had implemented their 
parameters to the AD4 parameters file. Their parameters improved the 
outcome of AD4 somewhat through the choice of these elements in the 
order S > P > Ni = Fe (Table 2), albeit a true electronic effect of tran-
sition elements is not implemented in AD4 (Table 2 and Fig. 6). The 
order strongly hints at the fact that prior to their release of AD4, the 
program developers carried out intensive calibration work with a larger 
training set with many more significant liganded complexes to cover 
enthalpy-driven (H bonds, salt bridges, electrostatics) as well as entropy- 
driven (linearly scaled solvent effects, hydrophobic) forces etc. It can be 
seen from Table 2 that the free binding energy and inhibition constant 
values all lie within the same range, i.e. they were not really affected by 
the element choice of either P or S. Both belong to the parametrized 
atom set of AD4. Smaller fluctuations stem from Ni of Fe with user- 
implemented parameters. In terms of the final positions, again no sig-
nificant differences were observed for the scaffolds (Fig. 6), although the 
side chains apparently could adopt different conformations in space (cf. 
terminal aromatic rings of ligands in Fig. 6). 

Finally, we searched for lead compounds among the vanadium 

metalorganic structures in the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre 
(CCDC), assisted by the free service of CCDC and FIZ Karlsruhe, Ger-
many, to view and retrieve structures. The search template was based on 
our vanadium coordination complexes selected of the first round of 
docking (Table 1). The search for potential inhibitors of Mpro resulted in 
selected structures on intuitional ground (Table 3). 

After meeting difficulties for consensus docking due to missing atom 
types of metals for systematic exploitation and result interpretation of 
the retrieved molecules under scrutiny, two AD4 docking protocols were 
established: (i) docking the ligands after adding the vanadium param-
eters to the AD4 program was named “VO”; whereas (ii) docking the 
ligands after replacing the V atom by S was named “SO”. Of note, under 
(ii) recalculating the Gasteiger charges by Vega ZZ was necessary prior to 
docking. The retrieved structures had only few rotatable bonds ranging 
between RB = 0 to 3 what reduces the challenge of the genetic algorithm 
to search active conformations and suites AD4. 

At that stage we were able to interpret the VO and SO models of each 
ligand. The VO model corresponds to the strongest ligand binding inside 
the cavity and SO could be related to the highest affinities a ligand could 
achieve in this study. Therefore, taking together all observations we 
could interpret the docking results of all ligands on the same footing. 

In particular, ligand 01-VL kept one of the highest binding free en-
ergies (− 8.84 kcal/mol, SO-ligand model), and it badly occupied the 
cavity, although its contribution to steric hindrance was high (− 5.76 
kcal/mol, VO-ligand model). All compounds in Table 3 show better 
binding free energies (VO-ligand models) than 01-VL – and it comes as 
no surprise as a logic consequence of size and bulk (steric hindrance) of 
the molecules. In the same way, higher values of binding free energy 
(VO-ligand model) were found for molecule 17-VL, followed by 19-VL. 
Both compounds share aromatic rings at either side of the chain. In 
contrast to the longer N3 and 01-VL, the other candiats are smaller but 
still bind along the key catalytic core segment from His41 to Met49 and 
prominet Cys145 (Fig. S2 to S5 in SM). As strong binders their function 
as blocking agents (inhibitors) like N3 and 01-VL. A similar structur-
e–activity relationship holds true also for 20-VL, but the presence of 
fluorine atoms in the benzene ring is most likely a source of calculation 
bias in (AD4 or ADV) leading to an insufficient interaction of the 
fluorine-containing ligand inside the cavity [75,76]. 

The SO-ligand column in Table 3 lists data for binding free energy 
(− 8.84 kcal/mol, SO-ligand model) of 01-SO as reference. It lends most 
valuable insight about how strong the affinity of the molecules for the 
active site might be. The first molecule to outperform the reference is 
trans-BMOV (04-SL) with a value of − 8.90 kcal/mol. Our computed 
finding is in excellent keeping with data that report that this compound 
is one of the strongest inhibitors of hPTP1B. An intriguing detail here is 
that for inhibition of hPTP1B an increased action stems from the cis- 
BMOV isomer, a result that is certainly related to steric differences in the 
cavity’s geometries of those enzymes [28]. 

Following the table data in the SO-ligand column, the highest value 
is found for compound compound 19-SL with − 9.22 kcal/mol. This 
molecule is a base with a high content in nitrogen atoms, similar in this 
respect to 01-SL. Therefore, since 19-VL is also second best hit in 
binding free energy for our VO-ligand models, this compound could be 
considered the best inhibitor for targeting Mpro of SARS-CoV-2 in the 
group of compounds analyzed in this work, and probably a competitive 
one. Our experience reported here helps develop better inhibitors. For 
instance, it could be predicted that, for molecule 17-ML, the chimeric 
replacement of its furan ring to the pyridine-pyrazole chain of 19-ML 
could result in a desired increase of binding free energy. 

4. Discussion 

On computational ground it is safe to utter that the question raised in 
the title about the druggability of vanadium complexes can be answered 
positively. The strategy of repurposing inhibitors of SARS-CoV-2 pro-
teins, such as Mpro-related hydrolases, could be considered a valid one 

Fig. 6. Display of docking results for our proposed N3 derivative. For docking 
different parameter sets for the coordination atom M in MO(H2O)N3modif 
(COO− )2 were applied (here: V, S and Fe replacing M). M is shown as balls in 
the 3D stick models (centre). The best performing result was with M = S 
(mustard-green). The protein surface is displayed at the active site of the target 
protein (PDB code: 6LU7) and coloured: from bluish (positive partial charges) 
over grey (neutral) to reddish (negative partial charges). 
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Table 3 
Listing of chemical structure, ID code, literature reference and AD4 docking results of the final docked poses for all molecules used in the second round of this study. 
Non-default settings of AD4: medium precision with elitism = 1 and 100 runs. The “M” variable in the ID code alludes to the replacement of element V by S during 
alternative calculations, see last column: VO- or SO-ligands. First column names are either from the literature (Ref) or the Cambridge CSD entries.  

Name (Ref) and internal Ligand Code Structure drawing Estimated free Energy of binding [kcal/mol]; 
Inhibition Constant Kiµ   

VO-ligand SO-ligand 

VO(H2O)-N3modif(COO− )2 (this work) 01-ML − 6 
60 
[µM] 

− 9 
333 
[nM] 

cis-BMOV [28] 03-ML − 7 
4 
[µM] 

− 8 
925 
[nM] 

trans-BMOV [31] 04-ML − 8 
2 
[µM] 

− 9 
301 
[nM] 

ABOBOK [68] 16-ML − 8 
3 
[µM] 

− 8 
797 
[nM] 

CAWKUI [69] 17-ML − 9 
478 
[µM] 

− 8 
977 
[nM] 

AROJOG [70] 18-ML − 7 
10 
[µM] 

− 8 
1 
[µM] 

AREYAY [71] 19-ML − 9 
619 
[nM] 

− 9 
173 
[nM] 

ACUYOP* [72] 20-ML − 7 
8 
[µM] 

− 8 
2 
[µM] 

ACILIH [73] 21-ML − 7 
9.7 
[µM] 

− 8 
1 
[µM] 

(continued on next page) 
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[77–79], especially in the light that, to date, no protease inhibitors 
targeting SARS-CoV 3CL Mpro have been officially approved as drugs for 
the commercial markets, despite intensive research efforts. 

In our case of drug complexes, which are based on transition ele-
ments such as vanadium, an increased binding affinity to target can be 
expected in the light of the known structural flexibility of viral proteins 
[14]. 

Structure–activity-related features for vanadium-based inhibitors of 
Mpro can be drawn from the inspection of the docked poses as follows: (i) 
molecular size in the range 20–40 heavy atoms (no H); (ii) lower sym-
metry; (iii) with presence of aromatic rings on both sides; (iv) the VO 
group clearly exposed at one end (and not in the centre); (v) electroni-
cally delocalized systems with a higher basic nitrogen content as the 
coordination environment for vanadium. 

A lead compound for targeting SARS-CoV 3CL Mpro could be 19-ML 
with the chemical name: (N-(Amino(pyridin-2-yl)methylene)-5-methyl- 
1-(pyridin-2-yl)-1H-pyrazole-3-carbohydrazonato-N,N′,O)-dioxido-va-
nadium(V) dihydrate [71]. 

With respect of the methods used for docking of transition metal 
compounds, electronic contributions could mark the difference, but this 
cannot be taken into account by docking here. All docking results where 
V was replaced by Fe, Ni, P, or S were practically the same. This comes to 
no surprise because predefined atom types for ligands and amino acids 
evaluate the atom-to-atom interactions at the ligand/protein interface in 
space (grid box). While steric effects are reproduced with atom radii or 
bond distances, angles and torsions between atoms, electronic effects are 
oversimplified for the sake of speed and model complexity and reduced 
to electrostatic attraction and repulsion forces based on the concept of 
total and partial atom charges. In more general terms, the AD4 method is 
an extension of the molecular mechanic approaches with conforma-
tional search and (docked energy) scoring functions. It becomes clear 
that metal ions, radii and their geometries do not vary much, and their 
subtle differences in electronic, binding and geometric properties cannot 
be taken into account in details. Moreover, the precision threshold of 
AD4 excludes the distinction of Ki values with less than hundred-fold 
differences. 

If time and hardware resources are not limited, the properties of the 
“d” shield electrons can be studied in details by so-called ONIOM-type 
docking simulations which applies ab initio calculations in the core part 

(for only tens of heavy atoms) and semi-empirical molecular mechanics 
methods around this hot spot of interest to cover the hundreds to 
thousands of remaining atoms of a huge protein complex or other 
biopolymer like DNA or RNA. Of note, ONIOM is a mnemotechnical 
acronym for “Our own N-layered Integrated molecular Orbital and 
Molecular mechanics”. 

Our findings are summarized here: (i) applying vanadium-containing 
complexes for drug design against COVID-19; (ii) targeting the catalytic 
site of the main protease of SARS-CoV-2, which resembles protein 
tyrosine phosphatase 1B. Both structures have catalytic mechanisms 
based on a dyad (cysteine -[histidine or aspartate]) which is highly 
conserved among the members of related hydrolase subfamilies; (iii) 
using metalorganic compounds as inhibitors of SARS-CoV-2, with better 
stability at the active site; (iv) identifying possible lead compounds; (v) 
vanadium complexes could be developed as drugs not only for phar-
macotherapy but also as diagnostic tools like contrast media agents for 
early infection detection in patients. 

5. Conclusions 

Drug repurposing strategy of inhibitors from related hydrolase en-
zymes could be applied in future studies for viral 3CL Mpro. The 
approach promises to identify new potential ligands thanks to the 
exploitation of the hitherto known ligands bound to the target. The 
design of metalorganic compounds as potential inhibitors of SARS-CoV 
3CL Mpro will probably usher a new area of metal-containing drug 
development against the coronavirus in the future. The proposed va-
nadium complexes belong to these potential candidates for pharmaco-
therapy and diagnosis for SARS-CoV-2. 
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Table 3 (continued ) 

Name (Ref) and internal Ligand Code Structure drawing Estimated free Energy of binding [kcal/mol]; 
Inhibition Constant Kiµ   

VO-ligand SO-ligand 

BEGHAX [74] 22-ML − 7 
19 
[µM] 

− 9 
604 
[nM] 

Abbreviations: BMOV, bis-maltolateoxidovanadate; ABOBOK, (N-Ethyl-N′-((6-methylpyridin-2-yl)methylene)-carbamohydrazonothioato)-(dioxido)-vanadium(v); 
CAWKUI, (Ethanolato)(N-(1-(2 (hydroxy)phenyl)ethylidene)furan-2-carbohydrazonato)oxidovanadium(v); AROJOG, cis-dioxido-(salicylaldehyde semicarbazonato)- 
vanadium(v); (N-(amino(pyridin-2-yl)methylene)-5-methyl-1-(pyridin-2-yl)-1H-pyrazole-3-carbohydrazonato-N,N′,O)-dioxido-vanadium(v) dihydrate; ACUYOP*, 
hydroxo-oxido-(2,3,4,5,6-pentafluoro-N-((2-oxidophenyl)methylidene)benzene-1-carbohydrazonato) vanadium(v); ACILIH, dimethylammonium (N-(2-oxy-
benzylidene)-4,6-O-ethylidene-β-D-glucopyranosylamine)-methanol-dioxido-vanadium(v); BEGHAX, (N-(3-ammonio-2-oxypropyl)salicylideniminato)-dioxido-vana-
dium(v) dihydrate. * see also SM. 
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